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The  troposphere (“the turning sphere”) is marked by vigorous 
diabatic motions. 

The stratosphere (“the layered sphere”) is characterized by weak 
diabatic mixing.  



The largest convergence of wave activity in the 
extratropics (wave driving; grey) is located at the 
tropopause level.

Vectors are EP fluxes. 
Shading highlights 
regions of heat and 
momentum fluxes.

Climatological mean circulation



fv * = −∇⋅F

Climatological mean circulation

TEM circulation (contours) and diabatic heating (shading)

Wave driving is balanced by Coriolis torque acting on 
poleward flow.



−ω *S =Q

Climatological mean circulation

Associated sinking motion is balanced by diabatic cooling.



What causes what?

fv * = −∇⋅F

TEM circulation (contours) and diabatic heating (shading)

−ω *S =Q



… the clear-sky radiative cooling is dominated by water vapor

4.5. RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 45

In contrast to the troposphere, the stratosphere is very close to radiative
equilibrium (i.e., a net radiative heating rate of zero). Longwave cooling to
space by CO2, H2O and O3 almost exactly balances the radiative heating due
to the absorption of solar radiation in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum by
ozone molecules. The most important contributor to the longwave cooling at
stratospheric levels is CO2.

Fig. 4.29 Vertical profiles of the time rate of change of temperature due to the
absorption of solar radiation (solid curves) and the transfer of infrared radiation
(dashed curves) by water vapor (blue), carbon dioxide (black) and ozone (red).
The heavy black solid curve represents the combined effects of the three gases.
[Adapted from S. Manabe and R. F. Strickler, J. Atmos. Sci., 21, p. 373
(1965).]
-
The vertical distribution of heating in cloud layers is depicted schematically

in Fig. 4.30. During the daytime, heating rates due to the absorption of solar
radiation by ice crystals and cloud droplets range from a few ◦C day−1 in high
cirrostratus cloud layers up to a few tens of ◦C day−1 near the tops of dense
stratus cloud layers. The emission of infrared radiation from the tops of low and
middle cloud decks results in cooling rates ranging up to 50◦C day−1 averaged
over the 24-hour day. If the base of the cloud layer is much colder than the
earth’s surface (e.g., as in middle and high cloud decks in the tropics) the infrared
radiation emitted from the earth’s surface and absorbed near the base of the
layer can produce substantial heating as well. Hence, the overall effect of infrared
radiative transfer is to increase the lapse rates within cloud layers, promoting

Wallace and Hobbs. Adapted from Manabe and Stickler 1964. 
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The Clausius-Clapeyron relationship 
leads to a nearly discontinuous 
decrease in radiative cooling in the 
upper troposphere at temperatures 
~210-220K



The depth of mixing by large-scale extratropical variability is 
controlled by the thermodynamic constraints on water vapor 
radiative cooling in clear sky regions.  

(Analogous to the physics that control the temperature of 
tropical cirrus clouds - Hartmann and Larson 2002)

Hypothesis



tests
Observations:  
* CloudSAT/CALIPSO/ECMWF-AUX clouds  
and clear sky radiative fluxes 
* MSL water vapor 

The mass flux required to balance clear sky cooling is given as:  

ωD = −Q
S



observed mass flux (shading) and T

diabatic mass fluxes decrease rapidly ~210K in tropics

Figure 1: (top) Clear sky radiative cooling (contours) overlaid with the diabatic mass flux calculated

as �Qr/S (shading). (bottom) Clear sky diabatic mass flux (shading) superposed on temperature

(contours). The thick blue line in the bottom left panel indicates the 20 ppmv isopleth based on

the MLS water vapor data. Results in the left panels are derived from observations. Results in

the right panels are derived from the IPSL GCM. Observations are based on CloudSAT clear sky

cooling rates and the CloudSAT ECWMF-AUX product.
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which is ~20 ppmv H20 in both locations (blue)
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Observations GCM

model closely matches observations



Figure 2: Clear sky diabatic mass flux (shading) for indicated latitude bands as a function of

calendar month and altitude. The black and blue lines show the indicated temperature isotherms

and 20 ppmv water vapor concentration isopleths, respectively. Results in the left panels are derived

from observations. Results in the right panels are derived from the IPSL GCM.

holds during all seasons in the tropics

Observations GCM
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Figure 3: Clear sky diabatic mass flux divergence (shading) superposed on cloud incidence (con-

tours). Results in the left panels are derived from observations. Results in the right panels are

derived from the IPSL GCM. Cloud incidence is derived from CloudSAT.

Observations GCM

shading (mass flux divergence) 
contours (cloud incidence)

mass flux governs cloud fraction globally



Figure 6: Clear sky diabatic mass flux divergence (shading) superposed on the EP flux divergence

(contours). Results in the left panels are derived from observations. Results in the right panels are

derived from the IPSL GCM.

shading (mass flux divergence) 
contours (EP flux divergence or PV fluxes)

Observations GCM

mass flux aligns closely with wave driving



Figure 5: The pressure (left) and temperature (right) of the maximum in cloud fraction as a

function of latitude for climate model output from the IPSL GCM. The black lines indicate results

from a simulation forced with time-varying sea-surface temperatures from 1979–2008 (historical

SSTs). The red lines indicate results from a simulation where sea-surface temperatures are increased

everywhere by 4K relative to their 1979–2008 values (+4K). Results are smoothed with a latitudinal

running mean filter for display purposes only.

AMIP-style simulations

historical SSTs are time varying observations 1979-2008

temperature of cloud top remains largely 
fixed globally as SSTs warm



(from Zelinka et al 2012
longwave feedback due to 
cloud top altitude per deg. K 
global-mean temperature 
change

most locations between 508S and 658N contribute to
a positive SW cloud feedback.

Although cloud-top altitude robustly increases, its
impact on SW fluxes is negligible everywhere (Fig. 4c).
The global average SW cloud altitude feedback is
slightly negative, however, owing to the slight increase
in SW flux sensitivity to cloud fraction changes with
decreasing cloud-top pressure (cf. Fig. 1b in Part I).

In the global mean, the SW optical depth feedback is
negative and considerably smaller in magnitude than the
SW cloud amount feedback, but it is regionally very
important (Fig. 4d). Equatorward of about 408 but ex-
cluding the tropical western Pacific (where high clouds
become thicker), the SW optical depth feedback is
positive due to decreases in t of low- and midlevel
clouds. Consistent with this, Tselioudis et al. (1992),
Tselioudis and Rossow (1994), and Chang and Coakley
(2007) have shown using satellite observations that

low- and midlatitude boundary layer clouds experience
a decrease in optical depth as temperature increases.
The most dramatic and robust feature of the optical
depth feedback is the presence of large negative values
at high latitudes in either hemisphere, which locally
dominate the other contributions to SW cloud feedback.
As discussed in the previous section, several lines of
evidence suggest that cold clouds are particularly sus-
ceptible to increases in temperature that act to increase
their optical depth, providing a possible physical basis
for the modeled increases in t (Fig. 1c) and for the
subsequent large negative optical depth feedback at
high latitudes shown here.

In Fig. 5 we show the decomposed contributions to the
ensemble mean net cloud feedback, which is quite strongly
positive (0.57 W m22 K21). Proportionate changes in
cloud fraction (Fig. 5b) contribute 0.27 W m22 K21 to
the net cloud feedback, while rising cloud tops (Fig. 5c)

FIG. 3. Annual and ensemble mean (a) LW cloud feedback and components due to the (b) proportionate change
in cloud fraction, (c) change in cloud vertical distribution, (d) change in cloud optical depth distribution, and (e)
residual term. Stippling indicates regions where $75% of the models agree on the sign of the field plotted.
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High cloud feedbacks extend beyond tropics



key points…

radiative cooling by water vapor plays a central role in 
governing the depth of vigorous diabatic mixing and 
thus eddy activity in both the tropics and extratropics  

(from a TEM perspective: The PV fluxes and thus 
residual circulation can only be as strong as 
radiative cooling allows) 



key points

the extratropical tropopause should remain at roughly 
the same temperature as surface temperature 
increases. 

(i.e., the tropospheric circulation should lift under 
climate change, e.g., Singh and O’Gorman). 



key points

positive climate feedbacks due to rising high clouds 
should hold not only in the tropics, but in the 
extratropics as well. 

(this is the case in the CMIP5 runs; e.g. Zelinka et al. 2012) 



FAT is a specific example of  a more general, 
global constraint on diabatic mixing.  



extras…



ozone and the BDC both change upper tropospheric 
static stability and thus the temperature of the largest 
clear sky mass flux divergence (e.g., Harrop and 
Hartmann 2012).

more ozone heating -> warmer level of maximum clear 
sky mass flux divergence

stratospheric sinking motion -> warmer level of 
maximum clear sky mass flux divergence



fixed anvil temperature hypothesis (FAT)

feedback is the change in OLR due to clouds alone. Thus,
we calculate the LW cloud feedback by adjusting DLWCF
using the radiative kernel technique [Soden et al., 2008].
Briefly, radiative kernels represent the LW or SW radiative
response at the top of atmosphere to temperature, humidity,
or surface albedo perturbations at each latitude, longitude,
pressure (if applicable), and time. For each model we cal-
culate the clear‐ and all‐sky T and q feedbacks by con-
volving the appropriate radiative kernels with the change in
T and q between the first and last decade of the 21st century.
LW cloud feedback is estimated by adjusting the change in
LWCF by the magnitude of cloud masking in the T and q
feedbacks. The cloud masking is calculated by differencing
the clear‐ and all‐sky radiative responses and adding a term
due to the cloud masking of the radiative forcing in the A2
scenario [Soden et al., 2008, equation 25]. Assuming clouds
mask the radiative forcing in the SRES A2 scenario (cal-
culated by summing the A2 radiative forcing terms given in
Tables 6.14 and 6.15 of the IPCC Third Assessment Report
[Ramaswamy et al., 2001]) by the same proportion as in the
A1B scenario [Soden et al., 2008], this term is 1.03 W m−2.

5.3. Three Hypothetical LW Cloud Feedback Cases:
FAT, FAP, and PHAT
[46] Here we compare three hypothetical scenarios to the

actual DLWCF to illustrate the contribution of nearly fixed
high‐cloud temperatures to the LW cloud feedback. We
consider two cases that can be thought of as upper and lower
bounds on DLWCF, the fixed anvil temperature (FAT) and
the fixed anvil pressure (FAP) cases, respectively. We also
consider an intermediate case, the proportionately higher
anvil temperature (PHAT) case, in which the change in
Thicld is set equal to the change in upper tropospheric Tconv.
(Recall that the increase in Tconv is proportional to the
increase of static stability that accompanies warming.) As

will be shown, PHAT does the best job of matching the LW
cloud feedback in the models. Note that we use the term
“anvil” very loosely to include all tropical high clouds,
simply to maintain consistent terminology with Hartmann
and Larson [2002].
[47] The change in LWCF assuming FAT is given by

DLWCFFAT ¼ Dfhi OLRclr " OLRhið Þ þ fhiDOLRclr þ C; ð15Þ

where the DOLRhi term in equation (14) is neglected
because Thicld is assumed fixed. The change in LWCF
assuming FAP is given by

DLWCFFAP ¼ Dfhi OLRclr " OLRhið Þ " fhiDOLRFAP
hi

þ fhiDOLRclr þ C; ð16Þ

where DOLRhi
FAP is the change in high‐cloud OLR assuming

the clouds remain at the same pressure, the initial high
cloud‐weighted pressure, as the climate warms. The change
in LWCF assuming PHAT is given by

DLWCFPHAT ¼ Dfhi OLRclr " OLRhið Þ " fhiDOLRPHAT
hi

þ fhiDOLRclr þ C; ð17Þ

where DOLRhi
PHAT is the change in high‐cloud OLR

assuming the change in Thicld is equal to the change in
tropical‐mean Tconv. As we have seen, the change in Tconv
is small but generally positive, so it represents a small
but important correction to the FAT assumption. For all
three cases, we compute DLWCF, then apply the cloud
mask corrections described above to calculate LW cloud
feedback.
[48] In Figure 11 we plot maps of the ensemble mean LW

cloud feedback estimated for each case, along with the
difference between the actual LW cloud feedback and that
computed for each case. Note that we use the term “actual”
to refer to the model’s LW cloud feedback, not to the actual
LW cloud feedback in nature. The decomposition of
DLWCF was only done for the Tropics, where it is easier to
separate high and low clouds; thus the FAT, FAP, and
PHAT assumptions differ only in the Tropics, due to the
fhiDOLRhi term. Strictly, the maps show the spatial structure
of the LW cloud feedback, which is defined by globally
integrating the local contributions.
[49] Unlike DLWCF, the LW cloud feedback is positive

throughout the Tropics, except in the FAP case where it is
only positive over the equatorial Pacific and off the east
coast of Africa where large increases in high clouds occur
(Figure 11c). In the FAP feedback, the large increase in
Thicld results in a large negative contribution due to the
change in OLRhi. The FAP feedback is essentially that
which would occur if the cloud profile did not shift upward
as the climate warmed. Thus, the difference between the
actual feedback and the FAP feedback shown in Figure 11d
gives the contribution of changing cloud height to the LW
cloud feedback. Here we find that the contribution to LW
cloud feedback of the tendency for clouds not to warm as
much as the upper troposphere is 0.95 W m−2 K−1 in the
tropical mean. Without this contribution, the tropical‐mean
LW cloud feedback would be negative, as shown in the FAP
case.

Figure 9. Tropical‐mean ensemble‐mean high cloud‐
weighted temperature (thick solid line), upper tropospheric
clear‐sky diabatic convergence‐weighted temperature
(dashed line), and 200 hPa temperature (thin solid line) plot-
ted against tropical‐mean ensemble‐mean surface tempera-
ture for the 21st century. Ensemble‐mean refers to the
average over the 15 models that run the A2 scenario.

ZELINKA AND HARTMANN: WHY IS LONGWAVE CLOUD FEEDBACK POSITIVE? D16117D16117

12 of 16

(Zelinka and Hartmann 2010)

temperature at 200 hPa goes up 
as per the moist adiabat

temperature of hi clouds 
changes only slightly (much less 
than the surface)



The effective sample size n* is estimated using the
relation

n* 5 n
1! r1r2

1 1 r1r2

, (3)

where n is the number of samples and ri is the lag-1 au-
tocorrelation for the time series i (Bretherton et al. 1999).

3. The annual-mean, zonal-mean static
stability field

In this section, we document the annual-mean, zonal-
mean structure of static stability in the stratosphere and
upper troposphere. The results are examined using both
conventional vertical coordinates and tropopause-relative
vertical coordinates.

a. Conventional vertical coordinates

The top panel in Fig. 1 shows annual-mean, zonal-
mean values of static stability in the stratosphere and

upper troposphere using altitude as the vertical coor-
dinate. The solid black line represents the annual-mean,
zonal-mean height of the thermal tropopause.

The most prominent feature in the global static stability
field is the abrupt vertical transition between tropo-
spheric values (N2 ’ 1.0 3 1024 s22) and stratospheric
values (N2 ’ 5.0 3 1024 s22) (e.g., Peixoto and Oort
1992). In the extratropics, this feature is superposed by
a shallow local maximum located approximately 1–2 km
above the tropopause. The local maximum represents the
signature of the TIL in conventional vertical coordinates
(Birner 2006). In the annual mean, the strength of the TIL
is larger at NH high latitudes than it is at SH high latitudes
because of the virtual disappearance of the TIL during
SH polar winter (e.g., Tomikawa et al. 2009). (The sea-
sonal cycle of the TIL is discussed in section 4.) The ex-
tratropical static stability decreases rapidly with height
just above the TIL and then slowly increases with height
through the midstratosphere.

In the tropics, the annual-mean static stability field is
characterized by three principal features: a minimum in

FIG. 1. Annual-mean, zonal-mean static stability (N2) in (top) conventional vertical coordinates and (bottom)
tropopause-relative vertical coordinates. The shading interval is 2.5 3 1025 s22. The thick solid black line is the
annual-mean, zonal-mean thermal tropopause height. The thin white contours highlight the shading intervals for
values greater than or equal to 6.0 3 1024 s22. The annual mean is based on data averaged over April 2002–March
2008. In all figures, static stability is calculated using the GPS temperature profiles from the CHAMP satellite.
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well-mixed region (troposphere)

Static stability from GPS

high stratification (stratosphere)

Grise et al. 2010


